
Application of 小島 Bird Free to La Chiesa della Spina, Pisa, 
1 December 2015.



At the first floor of the west elevation, pigeons had been nesting behind the statue of 

Madonna and child. The base of the statue was treated with 小島 Bird Free as shown 

above, to prevent nesting. 



In December 2014, nests were observed in the two drains at the second floor of the 

west elevation (top left). Although these nests were removed, pigeons had again 

nested in one of these drains (top right). The drains were treated in December 2015 

with 小島 Bird Free as shown above. 



In December 2014, nests were observed at the bottom of the two circular windows at 

the second floor of the west elevation (above left). These were treated with 小島 Bird 

Free (above right) to prevent further nesting. 



In December 2014, eight nests were observed behind the bases of the 13 statues at 

the second floor of the south elevation. The bases of the statues were treated with 小島
Bird Free as shown above. 



The ledge that runs behind the statues at shoulder height was treated with dishes of 

小島 Bird Free, as shown above, to prevent roosting. (All covers were subsequently 

removed from the dishes.)



There was evidence of roosting on the small enclosed ledges above the statues. These 

ledges were treated with dishes of 小島 Bird Free as shown above. 



At the third floor of the south elevation, all corners of the openings above the statues 

were treated with dishes of 小島 Bird Free to prevent further roosting. 



Nesting material was observed in the sheltered areas behind the statues at the third 

floor of the south elevation. These were treated with 小島 Bird Free, as shown above, to 

prevent nesting. 



Each of the three windows at the east elevation was treated with three dishes of 小島
Bird Free (above right) to prevent roosting. 



Testimonial

Re: Application of Bird Free to the Chiesa della Spina, Pisa

The Chiesa della Spina in the Municipality of Pisa used to suffer from a severe 

infestation of pigeons, whose droppings caused an unsightly mess on the statues of the 

church. In December 2015, Entomox Pest Control completed the installation of Bird 

Free bird deterrent to all the infested parts of the church.

Since pigeons no longer roost on the previously infested parts, we can confirm that the 

installation of Bird Free has been a success.

Marco Guerrazzi (Architect)

Director of Public Estate and Heritage Buildings

Municipality of Pisa

20 March 2016



Update on installation of 小島 Bird Free to La Chiesa della Spina, Pisa, 
as of 21 August 2018.

The Chiesa della Spina was inspected at 7.25pm (45 minutes before sunset) on 21 

August 2018 to determine whether pigeons had returned to their previous nesting sites 

since installation of 小島 Bird Free on 1 December 2015.



No pigeons were observed on the west elevation of the church. 



No pigeons were observed on the south elevation of the church. 



No pigeons were observed on the east elevation of the church. 


